
When Cole gets a message begging
him to come home, he has no idea
what he's getting into. Compelled to
return to Wounded Sky First Nation,
Cole finds his community in chaos:
a series of shocking murders, a
mysterious illness ravaging the
residents, and reemerging
questions about Cole's role in the
tragedy that drove him away 10
years ago. 

Echo, a 13-year-old Métis girl
adjusting to a new home and
school, is struggling with loneliness
while separated from her mother.
Then during history class, Echo
finds herself transported to another
time and place--a bison hunt on the
Saskatchewan prairie--and back
again to the present. In the
following weeks, Echo slips back
and forth in time. 
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Elatsoe lives in an alternate
contemporary America shaped by
the ancestral magics and
knowledge of its Indigenous and
immigrant groups. She can raise
the spirits of dead animals--most
importantly, her ghost dog Kirby.
When her beloved cousin dies, all
signs point to a car crash, but his
ghost tells her otherwise: He was
murdered.

Daunis has never quite fit in, both
in her hometown and on the
nearby Ojibwe reservation. She
dreams of college, but when family
tragedy strikes, Daunis puts her
future on hold to look after her
mother. The only bright spot is
meeting Jamie, but she senses he is
hiding something. Everything
comes to light when Daunis
witnesses a shocking murder.

Eric Gansworth tells his story, the
story of his family--of Onondaga
among Tuscaroras--of Native folks
everywhere. From the horrible
legacy of the government boarding
schools, to a boy watching his
siblings leave and return and leave
again, to a young man fighting to be
an artist who balances multiple
worlds, Eric shatters that slur and
reclaims it in verse and prose.

When the author learns of the
death of her brother overseas, she
embarks on a journey to bring him
home. Through memories and
dreams of all they shared together
and through her Dene traditions,
she finds comfort and strength. The
lyrical art and story leave readers
with a universal message of hope
and love.

Humanity has nearly destroyed its
world, but now an even greater evil
lurks. The Indigenous people of
North America are being hunted
and harvested for their bone
marrow, which carries the key to
recovering something the rest of
the population has lost: the ability
to dream. Frenchie and his
companions struggle to survive as
they make their way up north.

Shane is still reeling from the
suicide of his kid sister, Destiny.
How could he have missed the fact
that she was so sad? He tries to
share his grief with his girlfriend,
Tara, but she's too concerned with
her own needs to offer him much
comfort. What he really wants is to
be able to turn to the one person
on the rez whom he loves--his
friend, David.  
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